MOLDED BRICK COLLECTION

INCLUDING

Cushwa BRICK
Meet Molded.

Individualized character coupled with a wide range of colors and styles.

Form + Style
Where limitless options and boundless potential combine.

Our skilled craftsmen guide the purposefully irregular shape and iconic soft edges of Glen-Gery Molded Brick. With unique design details that can scale to meet large and small requests, this is brick capable of enhancing architecture both classic and modern, grand and understated.

Stay ahead of design by keeping the mold.

Push your aesthetic further by holding true to the form of Molded Brick. From residential to institutional to commercial structures, you’ll be propelled to new heights in discerning design on virtually any construction surface.
Ahead of the curve. 
Craft that contours to mold your vision is fully realized here.

Reside in wow.
Revel in the unprecedented charm offered by Danish “1776” brick every time you walk by.
For over a century, Glen-Gery molded brick has elevated architecture both great and small. With unprecedented ease and brilliance, this brick showcases our commitment to implementing new technology while honoring artisanal methods of the past.

Suggested use: interior and exterior applications including walls, floors, facing, archways, driveways, copings, custom projects, and more. Available in 57 color variations. See the next few pages for color options, or visit glengery.com.

Many products are also available in matching pavers and thin brick, visit glengery.com for more specific details.

**Molded Product Overview**

**Details**

Suggested use: interior and exterior applications including walls, floors, facing, archways, driveways, copings, custom projects, and more. Available in 57 color variations. See the next few pages for color options, or visit glengery.com.

**Pavers & Thin Brick**

Many products are also available in matching pavers and thin brick, visit glengery.com for more specific details.

**Trending Colors**

Moon White  Olds Dublin  Old Line  Cool Grey  53-DD
**Show your true color.**

Our variety of color offerings and soft irregular texture of the “1776” range ensure that whatever your taste (or whatever your project requires), there’s a color to meet your needs, and more excitingly, your wants.

*Special order only, minimum quantities will apply.*
When you’re ready to take Molded to the next level.

Subtly contoured and highly dependable, there’s no substitute for the distinctive appeal of genuine Molded Cushwa Brick by Glen-Gery. So when you’re wanting to elevate the look of any project, go with the incomparable look forged by this partnership.

Impressive to homeowners and architects alike.

Homeowners love the look of Cushwa Brick, and builders love its dependability and conformity to architectural specifications.

Glen-Gery’s Molded Cushwa Brick range includes the renowned “Calvert” frog on the bedside of the brick. This imprint has been synonymous with Colonial America and its rich heritage that has passed from generation to generation.

Manufacturers of CALVERT® SAND MOLDED BRICK.
Show your true color.

Cushwa’s variety of color offerings ensures that whatever your taste (or whatever your project requires), there’s a color to meet your needs, and more excitingly, your wants.
Antiques never looked so new.

The superior, aesthetically pleasing Antique adds a soft texture, warmth, and prominence to both contemporary and traditional designs.

Old Line Antique | Stonewall Antique | Pastel Rose Antique | Kassel Antique

Rose Red Range Antique | Rose Full Range Antique | Santa Fe Antique | Arlington Antique

Georgian Antique | Cambridge Antique | Shenandoah Antique | Jefferson Antique

When aesthetics reach new heights.

Being a cut above the rest means ascending to literal and figurative design dimensions with Montgomery Cushwa Molded Brick.
Beauty in the Buckeye State.

The Ohio State University proudly boasts a custom blend of Molded Brick.

A quick study in design excellence.

Alone in its brilliance, Buckeye Blend advances the stateliness of any project.

DISCOVER BALANCED REFINEMENT.
Amaze + Adobe

A NEW TAKE ON SUBURBAN LIVING.

Where modern design is housed.

Can you imagine living in a veritable dream house? We can.

Complete curb appeal.

Amaze in 53-DD brick with accents in 56-DD Molded is a job well done.

53-DD & 56-DD Molded
Tech + Tact

PURPOSEFUL DESIGN EVERYWHERE YOU LOOK.

A full lineup of cutting-edge craft.

Discover the combined power of inspired designs and a 3-way blend of products.

Design different.
When you push the limits of innovation, it always.
Volumes of artistry.
Even the most studious of spaces look better in Albany.

Expansive uniqueness.
Broad design possibilities couple nicely with a literary atmosphere.
Choosing the right mortar color can make all the difference when building your vision. Whether you’re going for contrast or a more even-toned aesthetic, our range of mortar styles can help bring your ideal look to life. See the full suite of mortar colors at glengary.com.

Bind your brick beautifully. Add a tasteful and transformative touch with Glen-Gery mortar.

Glen-Gery’s offerings include water tables, sills, copings and treads, corners, lips and radials, and arches. Varying specs are available to accommodate any space in whatever application you may need. See the full suite of shapes at glengary.com.

Let your project take shape. Embrace architectural versatility with an array of custom shapes.
With the Picture Perfect design tool from Glen-Gery, you can visualize your project with any Glen-Gery building product, including Molded Brick. Try one look or try them all, and see what fits for you.

Find your style at glengery.com/visualizer
Please consult a masonry professional to ensure proper design/installation.